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-:: A~ ... t-heim~8jor -m8rket-averages""continu-e-to~score::"'new~highs .. ",~we~r.e"","choasing., once ~~gl!in~~to -::= ~=
focus on·' a··few~·of- the ~less-than-positive aspects~of- the current stock market -scene. ~ We do this, 
not to suggest pessimism. but rather as a exercise in the sort of discipline that one should 
practice during an obvious bull market. In such an environment. there is little point in 
looking at those momentum indicators which simply underscore the probability of continued 
strength over the intermediate term. lnstead, eVen at this early stage, it is preferable to 
concentrate on those areas which. if they do not improve. might indicate relatively serious 
deterioration. 

Basically, despite the new highs in conventional daily and weekly breadth indices. there 
exist a few indicators which suggest that the current rise is not quite as broad as it should 
be. One such indicator is extracted from the data on new highs and new lows. The Dow, 8S of 
yesterday's close, was some 375 points, or 20 percent, above the level at which it had finished 
1986. It was almost 300 points above the best level posted at any time during last year. Yet. 
for all of the strength, the best the market has been able to do in terms of individual stocks 
reaching new highs was 258 such highs on Feburary 18. This is. to say the least. a rather 
pitiful showing. 

, The differential between new highs and new lows generally rises sharply during the early 
stage of any bull market. Such was certainly the case in late 1982. when one day saw more than 
600 new highs posted and when. in October. the ten-day moving average of the high-low 
differential moved to over 300. Similar strength was shown following the July. 1984 low with the 
ten-day differential moving above the 200 level in January-February. 1985. The peak for this 
series was scored early last year, wlth a ten-day average differential of 310. 

During last year's trading range, the high-low figures deteriorated and even, on a few 
occassions, reached negative territory. The ten-day figure moved up, of course, in early 1987, 
but the best level it has been able to reach this year was a peak of 152 in early January. and 

___ I ________ ~lt~as_not_D~~n~b}e_1o-Post~_JD~W hignh~sgin~c~e~'7-~~ ____ ~ ______ ~ __ ~~~~~~~ ______ ~ __________ cl ___ 
We noted above that conventional breadth indicators have confirmed the market's current 

rise. There is, however, one such indicator that has failed to do so. That is breadth based on 
advance-decline figures for common stocks only. 

One has to approach this particular data set with some caution. Theoretically, the 
common-stock figures should provide the most accurate breadth indication. They have, however, 
not been available long enough to confirm this theory by observation. Indeed. based on the 
limited information available, the common-stock breadth index has not behaved all that 
differently from the all-inclusive one. In the current case, however. common-stock breadth has 
failed to confirm the high posted back in 1983 and. indeed. remains below its peak of early 
1986. On this basis. at least, the present breadth divergence is indeed massive. 

Suspicion that market leadership is disturbingly narrow is confirmed by a look at the action 
of NYSE common stocks on an individual basis. We studied the action of 1277 such issues as of 
Wedensdayts close. and the results are of some interest. For example~ despite the Dow's 
strength. only 642. or slightly more than one-half of the issues studied. posted new highs 
during 1987. 635 Issues, in other words. at their best prices of 1987, remain below peaks 
scored in 1986. 

Obviously a fair number of issues which posted their highs last year are, at recent prices, 
very close to exceeding that high. This. however, is not generally true. Issues which posted 
their peak in 1986 have. on average. recovered 45% of the loss scored following that peak. 
Since there has long existed a technical rule of thumb stating that a recovery of one third to 
one half of any loss is normal in an ongoing downtrend, the implications of the average recovery 
are somewhat less than postive. 

It must be admitted, of course. that all of the negative figures above could indeed Change 
with further market strength. New highs could post the kind of rise shown in 1983 and 1986, and 
it would not take much further strength for common-stock breadth to attnew high ground. Also, 
many of the- issues that recovered only'modestly from last year's peaks currently possess
continuation bases suggesting that those peaks could be exceeded at some time in the very near 
future. 

Nonetheless. the indicators noted above should be watched closely to determine whether or 
not improvement takes place. If better indications do not emerge and some of the many 
currently-postive indicators begin to deteriorate, a weaker market could emerge as a distinct 
possiblit y. 
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